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Type **Photoshop** and press Enter to open the
Photoshop application. 8. Click the

**Photoshop** tab at the top of the program. 9.
The Welcome Screen opens, as shown in Figure
4-3. 10. Click the arrow next to **Start** and

then choose **Photoshop CS5 Extended** from
the drop-down list. **Figure 4-3:** Click the

image next to Start to go to the Welcome Screen.
11. A dialog opens with the text "Your Photoshop
CS5.0 Welcome Screen" and the three tabs at the

top. Click **File**. 12. The menu changes to
File ▸ Open. Choose **Photoshop (.PSD) Files**.

Click the **Open** button. 13. The Photoshop
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window opens with a new, open document (see
Figure 4-4). 14. Click the drawing tool in the
toolbar to go to the Edit tab at the top of the

window, as shown in the figure. **Figure 4-4:**
You can bring up a blank image in Photoshop by
choosing File ▸ Open. 15. Select the Brush icon
and paint a line on the image with the line tool.
TIP Photoshop's Tools, the Control Strip, and

other options are on the Edit tab along with the
Brush, Image Trace, and Blur Tools. 16. Click the

icon that looks like a pencil with a circle on the
end of the pencil, as shown in Figure 4-5. The

pencil tool is the Paintbrush tool. Photoshop calls
the default brush new. **Figure 4-5:** The
pencil tool is the Paintbrush tool. 17. In the

options bar at the bottom of the image, you can
see the default settings, as shown in Figure 4-6.
Click the **Pencil** tool's icon (beneath the

Options bar) to change the settings. You can see
the options in Figure 4-7. **Figure 4-6:** You

can control the effects and settings for the pencil
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tool. **Figure 4-7:** You can change the Brush
settings for the pencil tool. 18. In the Options bar,
click the drop-down menu under the Size options.
You see a grid of selections for the standard sizes,

as shown in Figure 4-8. Choose from these
options to change
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There are a few basic features that can help
photographers to avoid waste of time. These

features will help you to quickly and easily create
new and pretty images, easily hide parts of the

original photos and then easily get the result you
want. You can find the full features below and

they will be divided into basic as well as advanced
features, tutorials and a list of our favorite tips.

Quick Menu When opening Photoshop Elements,
a simple menu will pop up as shown below. The

most useful menu items include Undo, Redo,
Reset, File, Edit and Window. The last one
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provides a lot of information about the images.
You can see the current action, total adjustments

made, percentage of the original image, the
original image, as well as an icon with a wrench,
indicating that the image has been modified. To

learn what to do next, you can use the little orange
arrows on the top left of the image. Click one to
see a step-by-step list of the functions you can

perform. Step 1: Edit (Basic Options) At this step,
you can rotate, resize, crop, rotate, desaturate,
copy-move, sharpen, fade and merge. Step 2:

Enhance (Basic Options) Here, the basic image
adjustments can be selected like black & white,
saturation, contrast, highlight & shadow, heal,

iCurves, image manipulation, auto-blend, curves,
curves, levels, sharpen, burn, dodge & undodge

and simulate mode. Step 3: Optimize (Basic
Options) In this step, there is an option to choose

grayscale, colorize, extract, create a black &
white, add new noise, desaturate & saturate, blur,
add backgrounds, convert to black & white, resize
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and convert to sRGB. Step 4: Retouch (Basic
Options) You can desaturate, sharpen, blur,
levels, healing, cloning, clone stamp, clone,

feather, tint, add vignette, smudge, paintbrush,
paint and burn. Step 5: Effects (Basic Options)

Here, you can apply blur, paint, smooth, emboss,
tilt-shift, tent, distort, sketch, dry brush, use

special effects, starburst, diamond, blossom, dot,
ribbon, cut, glow and mosaic. You can toggle

05a79cecff
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Luke Hodge believes Richmond had a lot of luck
in making a run at the finals in 2018. After
winning a preliminary final against Hawthorn and
battling the odds, the Tigers fell shy of a spot in
the grand final after it emerged Essendon would
be docked two premiership points for its
supplements scandal. The defender told SEN
radio on Friday morning the premiers’ luck was
sparked by a mistake the AFL made when they
docked the Bombers two points, instead of four.
“We’ve been pretty unlucky, but I think that the
AFL made a huge error in there,” Hodge said. He
said he thought Hawthorn should have won the
game, given they held a high score for the
majority of the third quarter. “We thought we’d
lose by 25 points, so we thought we’d get into a
position where we were going to do some
damage,” Hodge said. “They looked fairly potent
coming out of the main break and we were doing
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okay but they were playing reasonably well, too,
at the time, and then you look at the scoreboard,
and they’re just like 25 points ahead.” Hodge said
he was proud the team gave their best efforts
even though they knew they were not likely to be
successful. “We just wanted to do our best, not
just for ourselves, but for the fans,” Hodge said.
“We just wanted to do our best in finals footy and
do everything we can to get there. “We didn’t
know how we were going to get there, but we had
our belief we could go there.” Hodge said nothing
would make this past season that Richmond had
to play better. “We played a great game and had a
lot of luck at the end,” he said. “We didn’t get our
own luck. We didn’t get the bounces, but we got
through.” Hodge said he went back to what he
liked watching in the VFL when his coaching
career started. “I loved Hawthorn in the first year
and Footscray in the second year,” he said.
“When I was a kid, I always watched a lot of
footy and I always tried to play that style.
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What's New In?

Review: ‘Man of Steel’ Famed director Zack
Snyder's first hour of "Man of Steel" is a loud,
brainless and mostly forgettable barrage of a title
that practically forces its message on us, and then
actually has to fight us to get it across. Even an
early scene in which superpowered Clark Kent
crashes his car, stumbles out and starts shouting
"My name is Jonathan Kent! I’m from Smallville!
I was born on August 10th, 1964!" might have
worked better had it been channeled into a
charming, heartfelt and self-assured mid-’60s
humor. In a rare example of Snyder's care,
production designed the look of "Man of Steel" to
mimic the appearance of its characters, which
was a welcome change, especially when the
movie is populated by a handful of mostly ugly
suits. However, what it lacked in polish it makes
up for in the qualities needed to succeed in the
movie biz: action, emotion and a good story. The
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movie is set in the future, just after Superman’s
death — a decision he made to turn himself in to
die alongside the woman he once loved, Lois
Lane (Amy Adams). A conspiracy of masked
villains hatched to preserve Kryptonian
technology, led by General Zod (Michael
Shannon), is undercutting America’s faith in him,
and General Zod wants to bend Superman to his
will. Without his abilities, General Zod is trapped
on Earth. His solution: Find another Superman. A
soldier in the U.S. military who dreamed of
becoming a superhero and served in Iraq (Russell
Crowe) has returned to his home on a quiet
Kansas farm (a "Kent" house?) where he’s been
on the verge of succumbing to alcoholic ailments
and depression. He relives the birth of the hero in
his living room and becomes Clark Kent again, as
he jogs and runs through the streets of
Metropolis, the city his parents once lived in
before they moved to Smallville and raised him
and his adopted brother. To find a way to
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preserve the human race, Clark mentors
government astronaut David Lane (Antje Traue)
and recruits a super-powered Kryptonian, Kal-El
(Henry Cavill). But if we weren’t clued to this
fact already, the film’s marketing campaign,
which has played up the "superhero movie,"
shoehorned in Superman plot lines to
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System Requirements:

• CPU: Requires Intel® Core™ i5-6500, Intel®
Core™ i7-4790, Intel® Core™ i7-6700, Intel®
Core™ i7-7700, Intel® Core™ i9-7900, Intel®
Core™ i9-7920X, Intel® Core™ i9-8950X, or
AMD Ryzen™ Threadripper™ 2950X or AMD
Ryzen™ Threadripper™ 2970WX. All CPU
models support a 5GHz base clock and a 3
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